
KLCG May 20th - May 22nd 2022

History

The Mayday STOL fly-in at Wayne Municipal (KLCG) started as an idea between Travis
Meyer, Scott Hammer of Northeast Aviators, and Collin Caneva of OldGreenPlane in the
summer of 2020. The three of them wanted to create a world-class event that not only
showcased all things aviation, but focused on the sports of STOL and STOLDrag in the
hopes to create a destination that fellow aviators would not only love to attend, but that
they could learn from some of the most famous backcountry pilots there are.

MaydaySTOL ’22 is expected to be a heavily attended event.  As such, arrival and
departure procedures are being used to coordinate arriving and departing traffic safely.

General Arrival Notes

Note that the Wayne airport is a non-towered airport that’s in Class G airspace. All
applicable Federal Aviation Regulations must be adhered to. CTAF frequency is 122.8 and
AWOS is 120.125. Check all NOTAMs prior to your arrival as there will be airport closures
during hours for events on the field.

Historical wind data for Wayne airport around Mayday shows the likely runway will be 18,
however, the Pilot In Command is ultimately responsible to operate their aircraft in a safe
manner and land according to the current wind conditions.  Pilots are highly encouraged
to communicate their intentions to the other aircraft in the area.

“CALM WIND” preferred arrival runway will be18



Mayday STOL Arrival and Departure Procedures – RWY 18/36

Arrivals from the North, landing runway 18:

For aircraft arriving to KLCG from the North (270 to 090) fly directly to Wakefield (See
figures 1), then proceed south over Highway 35.  Monitor 122.80 and report your position
over “Wakefield”, “Highway 35”, then “The Junction” (Where Highway 35 turns West and
intersects with Highway 16).

Follow Highway 35 west (right turn) while continuing to monitor 122.8 and making
standard position reports for the airport environment.  Traffic pattern altitude at KLCG is
2432 MSL.  Turn Right to enter a Left downwind for runway 18.  Be mindful of aircraft
around you when making turns as there are no requirements for radio communication
and aircraft may be coming from any direction.

Once on the ground and if able, exit (right turn) RWY 18 at 05/23 intersection where you
will be met by a “follow-me” vehicle and directed to parking. (Figure 6)

Arrivals from the South, landing 18

For aircraft arriving to KLCG from the South (091 to 269) fly directly to Wisner (See figure 2
and 3), then proceed north over Highway 35.  Monitor 122.80 and report your position
over “Wisner”, “Highway 16”, then “The Junction” (Where Highway 16 intersects Highway
35 and 35 turns West).

Follow Highway 35 west (Left turn) while continuing to monitor 122.8 and making standard
position reports for the airport environment.  Traffic pattern altitude at KLCG is 2432 MSL.
Turn Right to enter a Left downwind for runway 18.  Be mindful of aircraft around you
when making turns as there are no requirements for radio communication and aircraft
may be coming from any direction.

Once on the ground and if able, exit (right turn) RWY 18 at 05/23 intersection where you
will be met by a “follow-me” vehicle and directed to aircraft parking. (Figure 6)



Arrivals from the North, landing 36

For aircraft arriving to KLCG from the North (270 to 090) fly directly to Wakefield (See figure
4), then proceed south over Highway 35.  Monitor 122.80 and report your position over
“Wakefield”, “Highway 35”, then “The Junction” (Where Highway 35 turns West and
intersects with Highway 16).

Follow Highway 35 west (right turn) while continuing to monitor 122.8 and making
standard position reports for the airport environment. Turn Right and fly towards, then
cross mid-field to enter a left downwind for runway 36. Traffic pattern altitude at KLCG is
2432 MSL, but maintain 3500’ MSL until entering downwind, at which time, begin descent
to pattern altitude. Be mindful of aircraft around you when making turns as there are no
requirements for radio communication and aircraft may be coming from any direction.

Once on the ground, taxi to end of 36 and exit on to taxiway, then taxi until met by a
“follow-me” truck, then proceed as directed to aircraft parking. (Figure 6)

Arrivals from the South, landing 36

For aircraft arriving to KLCG from the South (091 to 269) fly directly to Wisner (See figure 5),
then proceed north over Highway 35.  Monitor 122.80 and report your position over
“Wisner”. From Wisner be prepared to fly an extended, straight-in approach to 36.

Once on the ground, taxi to end of 36 and exit on to taxiway, then taxi until met by a
“follow-me” truck, then proceed as directed to aircraft parking. (figure 6)

See Figure 5



Departure procedure

For all aircraft departing, establish on course heading for destination.  If departing to the
north, fly runway heading until 2nd gravel road, continue to climb to desired altitude and
turn on course.

If departing to the south, fly runway heading for approx. 2.2 miles until you reach the 3rd

gravel road, then continue your climb to desired altitude and turn on course.

Fueling plan -

● Contact the applicable Airport Authority for rules and regulations regarding fueling
of aircraft at your parking location. GA aircraft can purchase fuel in parking (via
reservation) or in designated fuel area on ramp.

● Fueling and de-fueling competitor’s airplanes will only take place in the Pit Area
and fuel by contractor ONLY.

● Four (4) Fire Extinguishers are available and ready in fueling area at all times during
fueling and defueling operations.
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Arrival procedures 36 from north
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Ground Taxi Procedures
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